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Our joint work consists in the 

identification and execution of activities 

to conceive, organize and manage the 

whole construction process of a work of 

architecture or a civil work, through the 

logical and temporal succession relations, 

making sure the customer is assured 

about the overall quality of the work, in 

line with the estimated time and expediting 

the activities for optimized efficiency.

All efforts  are made so that resources are 

used based on market forecast and in full 

compliance with the law.





Survey

Survey  is the discipline that teaches “to make judgments about the sum of money that 

can be given, to any economic well being valued, to meet certain practical requirements”.

There are two branches of this discipline: the private (microsurvey) and the public 

(macrosurvey).

_  ISRAEL,  
   COLLAGE DI ANASTASIA SAVINOVA

_ ILLUSTRATION BY MATTHEW H. SHARACK

_ ILLUSTRATION BY DANIELLE KROLL



_ COLLAGE BY LUCA GALOFARO

_ “ARCHISCULPTURE COLLAGES” 
   BY BEOMSIK WON

_ COLLAGE BY ANASTASIA SAVINOVA

Our staff work in both branches and is able to formulate an estimation judgment in the 

following areas:

- The extent to which referred to the rural, rustic funds, farm buildings, business 

  inventories, tree nurseries, land improvements, damage to crops, the division of 

  consortium contributions, the estimates of the woods, etc. (quantity surveying 

  agriculture and forestry);

- The scope that extends to the construction and industrial sector (civil and industrial 

  valuation);

- ‘Area where are addressed the feedback inherent in environment resources 

  (environmental valuation).

Images included in this leaflet are indicative only and may not relate to works or designs directly created by the author of the leaflet.



Massimo Guazzotti
ARCHITECT

“Imagination is more important than acknowledgement” (Einstein)

Curriculum Vitae
massimo.guazzotti@b2bassociates.it

Francesca Torrieri
ARCHITECT

”Assessment for decision making” 

Curriculum Vitae
francesca.torrieri@b2bassociates.it
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Veronica Bettini
ARCHITECT

”Volli, volli sempre, fortissimamente volli” (Alfieri)

Curriculum Vitae
veronica.bettini@b2bassociates.it

http://b2bassociates.it/cv/Francesca_Torrieri.pdf
http://b2bassociates.it/cv/Massimo_Guazzotti.pdf
http://b2bassociates.it/cv/Veronica_Bettini.pdf


Alessandro De Palma
ENGINEER

“Quidvis Recte Factum Quamvis Humile Praeclarum”

Curriculum Vitae
alessandro.depalma@b2bassociates.it

Ugo Utica
ENGINEER

”Sturm und drang” (M. Klinger) 

Curriculum Vitae
ugo.utica@b2bassociates.it

Angelica Bettini
ENGINEER

”Niente è impossibile”

Curriculum Vitae
angelica.bettini@b2bassociates.it
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